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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the technical, operational, and economical 
aspects of various propeller systems in conjunction with their associated power plants within 
the scope of General Aviation. Types of propellers investigated include the fixed pitch, 
ground adjustable, two position, controllable pitch, automatic pitch changing, and the constant 
speed propeller. The construction, operation, and maintenance of each of these propeller 
systems is explained and compared. In addition, propeller auxiliary systems such as ice 
elimination and simultaneous control systems are investigated, and basic propeller theory 
is defined. 
In Annex 6, Operation of aircraft, Definitions, the ICAO defines a General Aviation 
(GA) operation as an aircraft operation other than a commercial air transport operation 
or an aerial work operation, furthermore aerial work (AW) as an aircraft operation in which 
an aircraft is used for specialized services such as agriculture, construction, photography, 
surveying, observation and patrol, search and rescue, aerial advertisement, etc. Although the 
ICAO excludes any form of remunerated aviation, in practice, some commercial as well 
as aerial work operations are included within the scope of General Aviation. 
KEYWORDS 
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Controllable Pitch Propeller, Two Position Propeller, Constant Speed Propeller, Propeller 
Auxiliary Systems 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ABSTRAKT 
Cílem této práce je sestavení přehledu konstrukčních řešení vrtulí používaných 
u letounů všeobecného letectví spolu s přehledem technických, provozních a ekonomických 
parametrů jednotlivých typů pohonných jednotek s důrazem na aplikované konstrukční řešení 
vrtule. Vyšetřované druhy vrtulí zahrnují pevné, na zemi stavitelné, dvoupolohové, manualné, 
automatické, a vrtule s konstantní rychlostí. Konstrukce, provoz a údržba každého z těchto 
systémů je vysvětlena a navzájem porovnána. Kromě toho jsou vyšetřované podporní systémy 
vrtule jako ochrana proti námraze a synchronizace, definována je základní teorie vrtule. 
ICAO definuje všeobecné letectví v Annexu 6, uvedený v anglickém abstraktu. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout the development of powered flight, every aircraft not powered by means 
of rocket or turbojet has required some kind of device to convert engine power into some 
form of thrust. Almost all early aircraft designs used propellers to create this thrust. These 
propellers ranged from simple wood frame and fabric paddles to intricate multi bladed wire 
braced designs. As the knowledge of aerodynamics advanced, propeller designs improved 
from flat boards which simply pushed the air backwards, to airfoil shapes. These airfoils 
produced lift to pull the aircraft forward through aerodynamic action similar to that of a wing. 
By the time the first powered flights by the Wright brothers took place at Kitty Hawk, USA, 
propeller designs had evolved into the standard two bladed style similar in appearance 
to those used on today's modern light aircrafts. World War I required aircrafts with increased 
size, speed, and engine power, consequently requiring further improvements in propeller 
designs. The four bladed wood propeller can be considered as the most widely used 
improvement during World War I. Other design improvements included the aluminum fixed 
pitch propeller, and the two position propeller; however, these improvements did not come 
into wide usage until after the war. The aluminum propeller came into wide usage, because 
of its structural strength, which allowed for thinner airfoils. The advantage of being able 
to change the propeller blade angle in flight to improve flight performance, led to wide 
acceptance of the two position propeller, and later, the development of the constant speed 
propeller system. This same constant speed propeller system is still in use on many propeller 
driven aircrafts being produced today, and is the basics of modern and future electronic 
propeller control systems. Refinements of propeller designs and systems from the 1930s 
through World War II included reversing propeller systems which allowed for shorter landing 
runs and improved ground maneuverability, the featherable propeller for multi-engine 
applications, and many special auxiliary systems such as ice elimination, simultaneous control 
systems, and automatic feathering systems. With the development of the jet engine, propeller 
systems were adapted for use with turboprop engines to allow for their efficient use at low 
altitudes and low airspeeds. Today, propeller designs continue to be improved by the use 
of new airfoil shapes, composite materials, and multi blade configurations. Recent 
improvements include the use of laminar and symmetrical airfoils, fiberglass/carbon fiber 
materials, gull wing propeller designs, and electronic propeller control systems. 
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2  BACKGROUND 
2.1 Terms and Definitions 
A propeller generally consists of two or more blades attached to a central hub which 
is mounted on an engine crankshaft, or to the output shaft of a reduction gearbox. The hub 
is usually guarded by a spinner, which also serves to improve aerodynamics and appearance. 
As mentioned before, the purpose of the propeller is to convert engine power to useful thrust. 
The blades, which act like rotating wings, have a leading edge, trailing edge, tip, shank, face 
and back as shown in Figure 2.1. A term that will be used throughout this text is blade angle. 
Blade angle is the angle between the propeller plane of rotation and the chord line 
of a propeller airfoil section. Another term, blade station, is a reference position on a blade 
that is a specified distance from the center of the hub. Propeller pitch, similar to the pitch 
of any type of thread, is defined as the distance that a propeller will move forward in one 
revolution. This is typically based on the propeller blade angle at 75% of the blade radius [1]. 
Propeller pitch is a very general term which can be further specified such as geometric pitch, 
which is theoretical in that it does not take into account any losses due to inefficiency. 
Effective pitch is the distance that an aircraft actually moves forward in one revolution of the 
propeller. Effective pitch may vary from zero, when the aircraft is stationary on the ground, 
to about 80% of the geometric pitch during the most efficient flight conditions [1]. The 
difference between geometric pitch and effective pitch is called slip. Pitch distribution is the 
gradual twist in the propeller blade from shank to tip. A complete listing of general propeller 
terms can be found in the Glossary. 
 
Figure 2.1: Propeller terms 
2.2 Types of Propeller Systems 
Since the beginning of powered flight, there have been many different propeller 
designs. However, only a few of these have become widely accepted. The following are brief 
descriptions of the more common designs that have and are being used in aviation that will 
be examined in the upcoming chapters.  
The fixed pitch propeller - is the most widely used propeller design in aviation, because 
of its simplicity. A fixed pitch propeller may be made of wood, aluminum, or composite 
materials and is considered to be of one-piece construction with a blade angle that cannot 
be changed. Fixed pitch propellers are commonly found on light single-engine aircrafts.  
Ground adjustable propeller - is similar to a fixed pitch propeller in that its blade angles 
cannot be changed in flight. However, the main difference is that, since the propeller 
is designed so that the blade angles can be changed on the ground, the propeller can 
Spinner 
Leading edge protection  
Leading edge 
Tip 
Trailing edge 
Shank  
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be adjusted to give the desired propeller characteristics for a given flight. For example, a low 
blade angle can be used for taking off from a short field, and a high blade angle can be used 
to increase speed on a cross country flight. This type of propeller, like the fixed pitch, 
is widely used on light and ultra-light or experimental aircraft.  
The two position propeller - is designed to allow the pilot to select one of two blade angles 
while in flight, allowing the use of a low blade angle for takeoff and a high blade angle for 
cruise. This is similar to that of a two speed transmission in an automobile. The two-position 
propeller was used on some of the more sophisticated designs in the late 1920s and '30s, 
and can still be found on some modern aircrafts.  
The controllable pitch propeller - is designed to provide the pilot the ability to set the blades 
at any angle within the propeller's range while in flight, giving the pilot more control over the 
propeller than the two position design. This style of propeller was popular on light aircrafts 
in the 1940s due to its low weight and simple mechanism, and is still manufactured today.  
The automatic pitch changing propeller – is designed to operate independent of the pilot. 
Instead of being controlled by the pilot from the cockpit, it will theoretically set the propeller 
blades at the most efficient angle by reacting to forces generated by engine loads, 
and airspeed. While designed for engines up to 450 hp, most aircrafts using these propellers 
today have engines of 200 hp or less.  
The Constant speed propeller - is used on most medium and high performance aircrafts 
produced today. This propeller system uses a controllable propeller which the pilot indirectly 
controls by adjusting a constant speed control unit, commonly referred to as the governor. 
This governor then adjusts the propeller blade angle to maintain the engine speed or rotations 
per minute which the pilot has set on the governor. This controllability, in addition to the 
relatively lightweight and low cost of modern constant speed systems, has made some earlier 
propeller designs become uncommon. The majority of multi-engine aircrafts equipped with 
constant speed propeller systems also have a feathering capability of the propeller. When 
a propeller is feathered, the propeller blades are rotated so that the chord line is facing 
in a direction similar to that of the relative air flow, eliminating the drag associated with 
a wind milling propeller when an engine fails. Reversing propeller systems are refinements 
of the constant-speed feathering systems. The propeller blades can be rotated to a negative 
blade angle to create negative thrust. This forces air forward instead of backwards allowing 
a shorter landing roll and improved ground maneuvering. Reversing propeller systems 
are usually found on the more sophisticated multi-engine aircraft. 
2.3 Forces Acting on the Propeller 
Propellers must be designed to withstand tension, torsion, compression, and bending 
stresses created by the interaction of forces as they rotate. These stresses are broken down into 
six forces [2]. 
Centrifugal force - causes the greatest stress on a propeller. Centrifugal force represents 
the effects of inertia that arise in connection with rotation and which are experienced 
as an outward force away from the center of rotation, or simply described as the force which 
tries to pull the blades out of the hub. The amount of stress created by centrifugal force may 
be greater than 7,500 times the weight of the propeller blade, depending on the revolutions per 
unit of time. 
Thrust bending force - tends to bend the propeller blades forward from the plan of rotation. 
Thrust bending force opposes centrifugal force to some degree. By tilting the blades forward 
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of the operational position during manufacture, this opposition in forces can be used to reduce 
the operational stress. 
Torque bending force - is a force which bends the propeller blade in the direction opposite 
to the direction of rotation. 
Aerodynamic twisting moment - tries to twist a blade to a higher angle by aerodynamic 
action. This results from the center of rotation of the blade being at the mid-point of the chord 
line while the center of pressure is more toward the leading edge of the blade. Aerodynamic 
twisting moment is greater at higher blade angles of attack and is used to aid the feathering 
of some propeller designs. 
Centrifugal twisting moment - tries to decrease blade angle and opposes aerodynamic 
twisting moment. The tendency to decrease blade angle is caused by all parts of a rotating 
propeller trying to move in the same plane of rotation as the blade centerline, and is most 
evident on propellers with curved blades. This force is usually greater than the aerodynamic 
twisting moment during operational conditions, and is used in some designs to cause 
a decrease in blade angle. 
Vibrational force – is a result of aerodynamic and mechanical forces present when 
a propeller is producing thrust. If not compensated for in the design, these vibrations may 
cause excessive flexing, work-hardening of the metal, and result in catastrophic failure of the 
propeller during operation. Aerodynamic forces contribute to the vibrational force at the tip 
of a blade where the effects of transonic speeds cause buffeting and vibration. These 
vibrations may be decreased by the use of the appropriate airfoils and tip designs. Mechanical 
vibrations are produced by the power pulses of piston engines and are considered to be more 
destructive in their effect than aerodynamic vibration. These engine power pulses cause 
a propeller blade to vibrate and set up standing wave patterns or constructive interference that 
cause metal fatigue and failure. Mechanical vibrations can be minimized by a torsion bar 
or slip clutch. 
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3 PROPELLER THEORY 
An aircraft’s propeller creates thrust at the expense of power generated by the 
aircraft’s power plant, to propel the aircraft through a fluid medium (air). In order to create 
this thrust, the propeller must aerodynamically set a mass of this fluid medium in motion, 
in a direction opposite to that of the aircraft being propelled, as explained in the momentum 
theory. The backward moving air is called the slipstream. It has kinetic energy due to its 
motion, and this energy represents a loss. There are also other losses present in the creation 
of thrust, one being due to the friction between the air and the propeller blades. The useful 
power developed by the propeller system is therefore less than the power obtained from the 
aircraft’s power plant. The ratio between the useful power developed and the power obtained 
from the aircraft’s power plant is referred to as the propellers efficiency. A typical propeller 
system will have an efficiency of about 80% up to a speed of 800 km/h [1]. 
3.1 Momentum Theory 
As previously stated, an aircraft’s propeller creates thrust at the expense of power 
generated by a power plant, to propel the aircraft through a fluid medium (air). In order 
to create this thrust, the propeller must aerodynamically set a mass of this fluid medium 
in motion, in a direction opposite to that in which the aircraft is being propelled. The simple 
momentum theory, developed by W.J.M. Rankine [3] and R.E. Froude [4] is based 
on the consideration of the momentum and kinetic energy imparted to this mass of air.  
This theory assumes the propeller to be an advancing disc producing a uniform thrust, 
as a result of pressure difference in front and behind of the disc by a constant amount over its 
area. It is also assumed that the air is a perfect fluid, being incompressible and having 
no viscosity. Furthermore it is assumed that the flow of air is streamline in character 
and continuous through the propeller, so that the axial velocity is the same immediately 
in front of and immediately behind of the disc. There is no torque imposed on the disc, 
and no rotation or twist is imparted to the air moving through it [5]. 
 
Figure 3.1: Propeller disc with stream tube 
In reality the propeller advances through the air, but for the purpose of analysis the 
propeller disc remains stationary in a uniformly moving stream of air. The general conception 
of the flow is shown in Figure 3.1. The air stream, where it is not influenced by the propeller, 
has a velocity   and pressure  . At the front of the propeller disc, the pressure is reduced 
to    and then increased by    after passing through the disc. Likewise, after passing through 
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the propeller disc the velocity of the air is increased to  +   . The final slipstream or wake 
velocity is furthermore increased to  +   , as the pressure returns to its original value of  . 
Bernoulli’s principle for incompressible flow [6] may be applied separately to the air 
in front of the disc and to the air behind the disc. In front of the disc the total pressure  
   is equal to the sum of the static pressure   and dynamic pressure (half of the 
density   multiplied by the square of the velocity  ). 
              +          
    +
    
 
   +
    ( +  ) 
 
 
Likewise the total pressure     behind the disc is expressed as the following, 
  
′   ′ +   +
    ( +  ) 
 
  +
    ( +  ) 
 
 
The difference in pressure    in front of and behind the disc is therefore, 
     
′     
   ( +
    ( +  ) 
 
)  ( +
    
 
) 
       ( +
 
 
) 
Pressure in general is force per unit area applied in a direction perpendicular to the surface 
it is in contact with . Multiplying the pressure difference    by the disc area   will equal the 
thrust  . 
       
        ( +
 
 
) 
Also, since the thrust is equal to the change of axial momentum in unit time. 
  
  
  
   
    ( +  )    
       ( +  ) 
The ideal propulsive efficiency        is a ratio between propulsive power   and expended 
power   . The power expended is equal to the power exerted on the fluid, which is the thrust 
  multiplied by the disc velocity  +    or the change in kinetic energy of the flow 
as it passes through the disc. 
 ′     ( +  )  
 
  
 (      ) 
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  ( +  )    
 
 
 ′       ( +  )  
The propulsive power is simply the thrust multiplied by the flight velocity. 
      
       ( +  ) 
After simplification the ideal propulsive efficiency can be expressed as, 
       
 
 +  
 
This expression represents the ideal or limiting efficiency of a perfect propeller. This 
efficiency is never achieved with actual propellers because of the following additional losses: 
- The energy of rotation of the slipstream 
- The profile drag or friction between the propeller blades and the air 
- The loss due to the fact that the thrust is not actually uniform over the disc area, but 
falls off at the center due to hub losses and near the perimeter due to tip losses. 
- The loss due to a finite number of blades and the consequent variation of thrust at any 
point of time. 
While the ideal propulsive efficiency is never achieved in reality, it represents a mark 
at which the propeller designer can aim for. The actual propeller efficiencies obtained 
throughout the working range are usually from 80% to 88% [5] of the ideal propulsive 
efficiency, and so the ideal is useful in approximately determining the actual efficiency which 
can be obtained with a propeller, under given conditions. To examine how the ideal 
propulsive efficiency is affected by variations in the forward velocity, the thrust, and the 
diameter of the propeller, it must be expressed as a function of the thrust coefficient. The 
thrust coefficient     is a ratio between the thrust   and the dynamic pressure (half of the 
density   multiplied by the square of the velocity  ) multiplied by the disc area  . 
    
 
 
   
  
 
The variation of ideal propulsive efficiency with the thrust coefficient is shown in Figure 3.2. 
By varying only one factor at a time, Figure 3.2 illustrates the following points: 
- The ideal propulsive efficiency decreases with increase of thrust. 
- The ideal propulsive efficiency increases with the increase of forward velocity. 
- The ideal propulsive efficiency increases with the increase of fluid density. 
- The ideal propulsive efficiency increases with the increase of disc area or diameter.  
A theoretical interpretation of the ideal propulsive efficiency illustrated in Figure 3.2 
indicates that the diameter should be as large as possible, but it is important to remember that 
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ideal efficiency is as its name implies ideal and unattainable. In reality, the loss due to the 
friction between the blades and the air increases as the diameter becomes greater, so that 
it does not increase the efficiency of the actual propeller to increase the diameter beyond 
a certain limit. 
 
Figure 3.2: Ideal efficiency vs. thrust coefficient 
3.2 The Airfoil 
The momentum theory is useful for determining the ideal efficiency, but only provides 
a basic interpretation of propeller action. It does not express thrust relative to blade angle 
or the angle of attack of the propellers blades. This is what the blade element theory fills 
in, but in order to understand it, a basic knowledge of aerodynamics with respect to an airfoil 
is required.  
 
Figure 3.3: Typical airfoil section 
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Fluid resistance is the resultant force exerted by a liquid or gas onto a body traveling 
through it, in a direction opposite to its motion. If a flat plate is held within a current of air 
perpendicular to the direction of airflow, the only forces acting on the plate will be resistance 
and gravity. In aerodynamics this type of resistance is referred to as drag and acts 
in a direction parallel to the air flow. However, if the plate is inclined at an angle between 
0° and 90° relative to the air flow, the resultant force will also be inclined and will consist 
of a drag component and a lateral component. This lateral component is referred to as lift 
and acts in a direction perpendicular to the drag and airflow. The point where the resultant 
force intersects the chord line of the airfoil section is called the center of pressure. An airfoil 
is a body shaped to obtain a high lift to drag ratio, such as the one illustrated in Figure 3.3.  
 
Figure 3.4: Variation of airfoil characteristic with upper camber, the lift coefficient (blue), 
and the lift to drag ratio (green), [7]. 
For convenience, these aerodynamic forces are usually expressed in terms 
of dimensionless coefficients of lift and drag [8]. The lift coefficient    is equal to the lift 
divided by the surface area   multiplied by the dynamic pressure (half of the density 
  multiplied by the square of the velocity  ). 
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Similarly, the drag coefficient    is equal to the drag divided by the dynamic pressure 
multiplied be the surface area. 
   
 
 
    
 
 
These coefficients can be graphically expressed in a variety of ways. One of these 
is to plot the lift and drag coefficients and their ratio as three separate curves with respect 
to the angle of attack. This method is particularly useful when it comes to propellers, because 
the angle of attack has a distinct relation with the pitch of the propeller. It is used in Figure 3.4 
and Figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5: Variation of airfoil characteristic with lower camber, the lift coefficient (blue), 
and the lift to drag ratio (green), [9].  
The characteristics of an airfoil are mainly dependent on its upper surface. The 
variation of upper camber is one of the most important changes which can be made to the 
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upper surface. Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between the lift to drag ratio, maximum lift, 
and the angle of attack, for five airfoils with a constant lower camber and varying upper 
camber. To a certain extent, thicker sections will have a greater lift coefficient than thinner 
ones at a given angle of attack. Most importantly, the maximum effectiveness expressed 
by the lift to drag ratio decreases with the increase of upper camber. Another change that can 
be made to the upper surface of the airfoil is varying the position of maximum camber. 
Generally, the best position of the maximum camber is about 1/3 of the chord back from the 
leading edge [9]. Moving it forward will slightly increase maximum lift, whereas moving 
it back will increase the lift to drag ratio. Thick sections will usually have the position of the 
maximum camber moved a little back to improve their lower lift to drag ratio, and thinner 
sections a little forward to improve their lower maximum lift. 
Variations in the lower camber have less effect on the characteristics of the airfoil than 
variations in the upper camber, but they are not neglectable. Figure 3.5 shows the relationship 
between the lift to drag ratio, maximum lift, and the angle of attack for five airfoils with 
a constant upper camber and varying lower camber. It illustrates that concave lower camber 
increases the maximum lift, while convex decreases it. Convex lower camber has little effect 
on the lift to drag ratio, but concave decreases it.  
3.3 Blade Element Theory 
The momentum theory is useful for determining the ideal efficiency, but only provides 
a basic interpretation of propeller action neglecting among other things the torque. It deals 
with the flow of the air, whereas the blade element theory deals primarily with the 
aerodynamic forces acting on the propeller blades. The blade element theory applied 
by Drzewiecki [10] considers the blades as being made up of small elements, and analyzes the 
aerodynamic forces acting on each element. The simple blade element theory considers the 
propeller as a twisted airfoil, of which each element follows a helical path and is treated 
as an ordinary wing. The air flow around each blade element is considered two dimensional 
and therefore unaffected by the element adjacent to it. It is also assumed that the air passes 
through the propeller with linear flow, and that there is no blade interference.  
Consider an element at radius of   shown in Figure 3.6, which has an infinitesimal 
length    and a width of   . The element moves along a helical path determined by the 
forward velocity   of the aircraft, and the tangential velocity      of the element in the plane 
of the propeller disc, where   represents the revolutions per unit of time. The velocity of the 
element with respect to the air    is then the resultant of the forward and tangential velocities 
as shown in Figure 3.6, where the angle between the notion of the element and the plane 
of rotation is   and the blade angle is  . The angle of attack   is then      .  
Appling ordinary airfoil coefficients to the element, we can simply express the lift 
force acting on the element as, 
   
 
 
   
       
Letting   represent the angle between the lift component and the resultant force, expressed 
as          ⁄ . Then the total resultant air force on the element is, 
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The thrust of the element is the component of the resultant force in the direction of the 
propeller axis and is expressed as, 
        ( +  ) 
   
 
    
         ( +  )
    
 
And since         ⁄ , 
   
 
   
         ( +  )
    (    ) 
 
For convenience and to simplify the expression, 
  
   
    (    ) 
 
       ( +  ) 
   
 
 
        
The total thrust of a propeller with   blades is, 
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Again referring to Figure 3.6, the tangential force or torque is, 
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The torque acting on the element is, 
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Based on the previous simplification used to express thrust, 
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The torque on the whole propeller with   blades is, 
  
 
 
    ∫    
 
 
 
Since power is force multiplied by velocity or torque multiplied my angular velocity, 
the efficiency is the power produced by the thrust divided by the power absorbed by the 
propeller. 
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Like the momentum theory, the simple blade element theory has certain limitations, one of the 
greatest being its inability to compensate for changes in downwash over the radius of the 
propeller. Other weaknesses of the simple blade element theory are a neglect of blade 
interference and tip-loss. However with a little modification, this can be corrected. 
 
 
Figure 3.6: Simple blade element, [11]. 
3.4 Induction Theory 
According to the wing theory, a wing with a finite wingspan producing lift also 
produces downwash [12]. The amount of downwash from a design point of view is dependent 
on the aspect ratio of the wing, and becomes zero for a wing with an infinite span or aspect 
ratio. In the application of the airfoil theory to propeller blade element analysis, downwash 
and interference are accounted for through the interference flow, which is the average flow 
through the propeller.  
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Figure 3.7: Simple blade element [13]. 
The interference flow can be divided into its axial    and tangential    velocities, which 
referring back to the momentum theory can be expressed as,  
      
          
Where    is the rotational interference factor.  
The aerodynamic forces acting on the blade element are expressed in much the same 
way as previously with the simple blade element theory, but now the angle of attack is also 
based on the interference flow. Referring to Figure 3.7, the lift force acting on the element is, 
    
 
 
    
       
The total resultant air force on the element is, 
   
 
     
      
     
 
The thrust of the element is the component of the resultant force in the direction of the 
propeller axis and is expressed as, 
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For convenience and to simplify the expression, 
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The total thrust of a propeller with   blades is, 
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Again referring to Figure 3.7, the tangential force or torque is, 
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The torque acting on the element is, 
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Based on the previous simplification used to express thrust, 
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The torque on the whole propeller with   blades is, 
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Since power is force multiplied by velocity or torque multiplied my angular velocity, 
the efficiency of the propeller is the power produced by the thrust divided by the power 
absorbed by the propeller. 
      
        
  
  
    
 
3.5 Aerodynamic Characteristics 
The aerodynamic characteristics of propellers summarize the previous theories, which 
enable us to analyze propellers throughout their operating states. These states are dependent 
on the flight velocity of the aircraft and can be either propeller or windmill. Figure 3.8 
graphically interpret these aerodynamic characteristics. The propeller state starts at point one 
where the aircraft is at rest. As a result of this, the thrust and power coefficients are at their 
maximum, but because of the zero flight velocity the efficiency is also zero. As the flight 
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velocity increases, the thrust and power coefficients decrease while the efficiency increases. 
At a certain flight velocity the efficiency reaches its maximum, after which it decreases along 
with the thrust and power coefficients. As the flight velocity further increases the thrust 
coefficient and efficiency decrease to zero at a single point. Point two is the zero thrust point, 
where the geometric pitch and the effective pitch are the same. Even though the thrust 
coefficient and efficiency are at zero the power coefficient retains a positive value, because 
the power plant must still compensate for the drag of the rotating propeller. With a further 
increase of flight velocity, the power coefficient decreases to zero, and thrust coefficient and 
efficiency decrease to negative values. This is referred to as the point of autorotation, point 
three. It is the end of the propeller state and the beginning of the windmill state. As the flight 
velocity increases past this point, the propeller generates power; the thrust and power 
coefficients and the efficiency are all negative.  
 
Figure 3.8: Aerodynamic characteristics of propellers 
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4 FIXED PITCH PROPELLERS AND PROPELLER BLADES  
4.1 Wood Propellers and Blades  
Wood propellers are often found on older single engine aircrafts using fixed-pitch 
propellers and on some controllable pitch applications on vintage aircrafts. Most of these 
propellers have a natural wood finish. More contemporary aircrafts with wood propellers 
typically feature a wood core composite design, which, although similar to the wood 
propeller, is an independent type [14]. 
 
Figure 4.1: Typical fixed pitch wood propeller. 
4.1.1 Construction 
Wood propellers are made of numerous layers of wood bonded together 
with waterproof resin glue, typically epoxy. The types of woods most commonly used are 
cherry, mahogany, black walnut, oak, and birch. Each layer of a propeller is generally of the 
same thickness and type of wood. After the layers of wood are glued together, they are 
referred to as a blank. During fabrication the blank is roughed to shape most commonly 
by a band saw, and is allowed to cure for a week to allow for equal distribution of moisture 
through all the layers of the blank. The rough-shaped blank is referred to as a white. The 
white is cut to the exact airfoil and pitch dimensions by a CNC milling machine and then 
finished by manual sanding, in order to achieve desired performance characteristics. During 
this process the center bore and bolt holes are also drilled to allow for the mounting of the 
propeller. After this point, the tip fabric is commonly applied on the propeller to reinforce the 
strength of the thin sections of the tip of the propeller. The fabric can be made of glass, carbon 
or Kevlar. The propeller is then varnished with a coat of water repellant clear epoxy 
or urethane based varnish to protect the surface of the wood. Metal tipping or leading edge 
protection is applied to the leading edge of the propeller to prevent erosion especially during 
ground operations. The leading edge protection is made of brass, stainless steel, or nickel. The 
metal is shaped to the leading edge contour and can be attached to the blade by adhesive 
or by countersunk screws in the thick blade sections and copper rivets in the thin sections near 
the tip. If screws and rivets are used, they are safetied into place with solder. The propeller 
is then balanced, the finishing coats of varnish are applied and it is polished and buffed. Wood 
blades for controllable-pitch propellers are constructed in the same manner as fixed-pitch 
propellers, except that the blade is placed in a metal sleeve at the shank of the propeller blade 
and secured with lag screws.  
4.1.2 Maintenance  
Wood propellers are made of many layers bonded together and require a close 
inspection to ensure proper operation of the propeller and to prevent failures. Defects that may 
occur in the wood include separation of the individual layers of wood, dents or bruises on the 
surface, broken sections, scars across the blade surface, warping, worn or oversize center bore 
and bolt holes, and rot or weathering. Separation of the individual layers of wood is typically 
not repairable unless it occurs at the outside lamination of fixed pitch propellers. 
Delamination of the outer layers should be repaired by a repair facility. Dents, bruises, 
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and scars on the blade surfaces should be inspected diligently with a magnifying glass while 
flexing the blade to expose any cracks. Cracks that show could cause failure and should 
be repaired by a repair facility.  
4.2 Aluminum Propellers and Blades  
Aluminum propellers are the most common type of propellers used in aviation. They 
are typically preferred over wood propellers, because the greater strength of aluminum allows 
for thinner, more efficient airfoils to be used without sacrificing structural strength. Better 
engine cooling is also attained, because the airfoil sections can be carried closer to the hub 
of the propeller, directing more air over the engine cooling intakes. These propellers require 
much less maintenance than wood propellers, because they are made of a homogeneous, one-
piece construction thereby reducing the operating cost [14].  
 
Figure 4.2: Typical fixed pitch aluminum propeller. 
4.2.1 Construction  
The construction of aluminum propellers typically starts with a roughly shaped input 
forging. The forging is progressively cut to the exact airfoil and pitch dimensions by a series 
of CNC machines, commonly consisting of a lathe and mill. Then the surface is finished 
by manually sanding and buffing. As the propeller is being finished, its balance is checked 
and adjusted by removing metal from the tip of the blade to adjust horizontal balance and the 
boss or leading and trailing edges of the propeller blades to adjust vertical balance. The 
propeller or propeller blades are then washed and dipped in a series of detergents, followed 
by a detailed inspection. Once the propeller passes inspection, the surfaces are finished 
by plating, chemical etching, and/or painting. Anodizing is the most commonly used finishing 
process. Aluminum propeller blades are made in a similar manner, except for the additional 
machining of the shank to be received by the hub. 
4.2.2 Maintenance  
As mentioned previously, an advantage of aluminum propellers is their low cost 
of maintenance. This is due to the homogeneous one piece construction and the hardness 
of the metal from which the propellers are made. However, any damage that does occur 
is critical because it disturbs the structural integrity of the propeller and may result in blade 
separation. It is because of this, that the blades must be inspected carefully and any known 
damage must be repaired as soon as possible. The propeller blades should be inspected for 
nicks, pitting, cracks, dents, corrosion, and erosion, especially on the leading edge of the 
propeller, because unlike wood and composite propellers aluminum propeller typically do not 
feature leading edge protection. A dye penetrant inspection should be performed to expose 
cracks, if they are suspected. The condition of the paint or surface finish should also be taken 
into consideration. Defects on the leading and trailing edge of a blade may be repaired 
by a repair facility. 
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4.3 Wood Core Composite Blades 
Wood core composite propellers are similar to classic wood propellers but offer some 
advantages with the use of modern materials such as fiberglass, Kevlar, and carbon fiber. 
A special advantage of wood core composite blades is the low weight and low inertia, which 
significantly reduces vibration and provides a quick throttle feedback. Composite material 
allows blades to be built with a special cross-section dimension, which increases take off 
and climb performance. This type of propeller usually incorporates a hub that holds each 
individual blade. The capability of designing multi-blade propellers with a smaller diameter 
eliminates high-speed drag and increases cruise speed. The reduction in diameter also reduces 
noise and stress on the engine and crankshaft while increasing ground clearance [14]. 
4.3.1 Construction 
Wood core composite propeller blades are made out of high compressed thin layered 
laminated beech wood in the root section and selected lightweight laminated spruce wood 
in the remaining part of the blade. The wooden core is reinforced by layers of epoxy 
fiberglass, Kevlar or carbon fiber and sealed by several coatings of acrylic-polyurethane paint. 
An aluminum blade ferrule is attached to the blade root by lag screws. The critical section 
of the blade's leading edge is protected by a bonded on brass, stainless steel, or nickel erosion 
sheath.  
4.3.2 Maintenance 
As with any propeller, defects that may occur include cracks, chips, dents, but more 
specifically for wood core composite is the separation of the exterior composite from the 
wood core. The exterior composite is very critical in the functionality of the blade, because 
it is not only a protective component but also a structural component. To prevent separation 
any defects in found on the surface should be repaired immediately. Wood core composite 
is unique in that each overhaul returns the blades to their original dimension by adding 
or replacing composite material to the damaged section of the blade. In the event of a ground 
strike, the hub is often re-usable and the risk of an internal damage to the engine 
is significantly reduced, from that of aluminum blades. 
4.4 Foam Core Carbon Fiber Blades 
The properties of carbon fibers, such as high stiffness, high tensile strength, low 
weight, high chemical resistance, high temperature tolerance and low thermal expansion, 
make them very popular in propeller applications and generally in aerospace applications. 
Carbon fibers are usually combined with other materials such as fiberglass or Kevlar, 
primarily to reduce costs. When combined with a plastic resin and wound or molded 
it forms carbon fiber reinforced plastic, often referred to as carbon fiber. This combination 
is typically accomplished with the aid of pre-impregnation, or vacuum assisted resin transfer 
molding (VARTM) [14].  
4.4.1 Construction 
When using VARTM, construction begins with the dry lay-up. A molded, procured, 
closed cell, high density foam core is encased in multiple plies of unidirectional carbon fibers 
sandwiched between successive layers of braided fiberglass socks. A high strength blade 
retention ring, sometimes incorporating a beam of the same material running through the 
center of the foam core is added to the root of the lay-up. These components are integrated 
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precisely according to the blade structural design for the rated engine power. Each finished 
blade will have the correct fiber content and ply alignment at every blade radial station, 
providing many times the structural strength required to resist bending and centrifugal loads 
generated in service. The blade lay-up then proceeds to final assembly where an external 
leading edge protection is installed on the dry lay-up. The blade assembly is then placed in the 
VARTM mold followed by liquid injection of epoxy resin. The detailed process for molding 
blades is proprietary and involves many critical and carefully controlled computer automated 
steps that monitor the injection rate and quantity of resin, mold heating and cooling 
cycles/rates, pressure/vacuum cycles, and the precise alignment of the fiberglass and carbon 
structural plies. After the VARTM blade molding process has been completed, the blade 
is ready for removal from the mold, cleanup of residual resin flashing, molding on of the 
retention ring at the blade root that incorporates machined snap-ring and O-ring grooves, 
and attachment of a metal root closure cup with provisions for the blade pitch change pin 
assembly. The final step involves applying a durable paint finish to the blade. 
4.4.2 Maintenance  
Maintenance is almost identical to wood core composite blades, but there is one main 
difference. In a foam core carbon fiber blade, the foam core is more of a filler component than 
a structural one. It does however serve to adsorb some compression, but the majority of the 
tensile load of the blade is absorbed by the composite shell. This means that the composite 
is thicker than that of a wood core, decreasing the possibility of separation.  
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5 GROUND ADJUSTABLE PROPELLERS  
Ground-adjustable propellers are designed to allow for the ground adjustment of their 
blade angles, in order to provide the desired performance characteristics for various operating 
conditions. For example, a low blade angle seating for short field takeoffs or high blade angle 
seating for increased cruise speed on cross country flights. The adjustable characteristic also 
allows one propeller design to be used on multiple aircraft designs with varying performance 
requirements, but using the same engine model [15].  
5.1 Construction  
The ground adjustable propeller is designed to allow the blades to rotate in the hub, 
in order to change the blade angles. The hub is constructed of two halves that must 
be separated slightly so that the blades can be rotated. The hub is held together with clamps 
or bolts depending on the manufacturer, to restrict the blades from rotating during operation. 
The propeller blades may be of wood, aluminum, or composite construction with the shank 
of the propeller blade incorporating machined shoulders on it, so that the blades will be held 
in the hub resisting the centrifugal operating loads of the propeller. The hub of the propeller 
is more commonly made of aluminum, with the two halves machined as a matched pair. 
Grooves machined into the receiving portions of the hub mate with the shoulders machined 
on shanks of the blades. Depending on the hub design, blade angle adjustments can be made 
individually with a protractor, or with the aid of a blade synchronization system, such as the 
ones shown in Figure 5.1.  
 
Figure 5.1: Two styles of blade synchronization systems.  
5.2 Maintenance  
Inspection of the propeller blades is the same as for any propeller, whether it is made 
of wood, aluminum, or composite. In the case of wood or composite blades, special attention 
should be given to the area of the shank and to the retention shoulders and grooves on all 
blades. A dye penetrant inspection of these areas is recommended whenever the propeller 
is disassembled for shipment, during local inspection, or during overhaul. The receiving area 
of the hub should also be carefully inspected. Disassembly of the propeller should be kept 
to a minimum in order to minimize the wear and the likely damage that may occur.   
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6 AUTOMATIC PITCH CHANGING PROPELLERS 
Automatic pitch-changing propellers are designed to maintain a desirable load on the 
engine, by automatically changing their blade angle in response to the changes in operational 
forces caused by varying flight conditions. In a climb, a high power setting and low airspeeds 
will decrease the blade angle to provide good climb performance. During cruse, the high 
airspeeds and moderate power settings will increase the blade angle to provide good cruise 
performance. The automatic pitch changing propeller is a standalone system, meaning there 
is no cockpit control to cause these changes in blade angle. Automatic pitch changing 
propellers are not in wide usage because of the controllability and availability of modern 
constant-speed and electronic propeller control systems. One of the more interesting examples 
of an automatic pitch changing propeller is the V22 manufactured by Avia Propeller. The V22 
was originally the German Arada Ar96B designed for engines up to 450 hp during World War 
II. It later evolved into the Avia V503 [16]. 
 
Figure 6.1: Cutaway of an Avia V22 propeller. 
6.1 Construction  
The Avia V503 is a standalone two bladed propeller consisting of a hub, servo 
mechanism, propeller blade barrel, propeller blades, and windmill as shown in Figure 6.1. 
It uses the natural forces acting on the propeller to automatically achieve the desired change 
in blade angle for different flight conditions. The entire process starts at the front of the 
propeller, where the windmill is turned as a result of the aerodynamic forces acting on it. The 
windmill converts its kinetic energy to potential in the form of hydraulic pressure, with the aid 
of a gear pump. This hydraulic pressure is used to increase blade angle, and is opposed by the 
centrifugal twisting moment of the blades which consequently is used to decrease the blade 
angle. Regulation of the oil pressure in the servo mechanism is done by means of a slide valve 
that is directly controlled by the windmill. Varying amounts of ram pressure depending on the 
speed of flight press against the windmill exerting an axial load onto it. This axial load 
is opposed by a spring. The travel of the slide valve depends on the difference between the 
spring load and the axial load of the windmill. The further the slide valve travels into the 
servomechanism the greater the oil pressure. The oil pressure is directed in front of a piston 
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connected to a pitch change rod similar to that of a constant speed or two position system. 
As the pressure increases the piston is forced back increasing blade angle. 
6.2 Theory of Operation 
As the speed of flight increases the propeller blades are required to increase blade 
angle in order to maintain the desired load on the engine. This is accomplished be the ram 
pressure of the increased flight speed exerting an axial load into the windmill. That axial load 
depresses the counter spring, which allows the slide valve to travel into the servo mechanism. 
As the slide valve moves into the servo mechanism it directs pressurized oil in front of the 
piston that is connected to the pitch change rod, increasing the blade angle of the propeller 
blades. The increase in blade angle also increases the centrifugal twisting moment acting 
on the blades. The propeller continues to increases blade angle until the increase in oil 
pressure in front of the piston is compensated by the centrifugal twisting moment of the 
blades. When the speed of flight decreases the exact revers of the previous process occurs. 
In order to generate the required forces to actuate the servo mechanism, the aircraft must 
be traveling at least 50 knots. This means that up to that speed, the propeller behaves 
as a fixed pitch propeller, where the rotations per unit of time change with the power setting. 
6.3 Maintenance  
Inspection of the propeller blades is the same as for any propeller, whether it is made 
of wood, aluminum, or composite. The propeller should be inspected for oil leaks. Special 
attention should be given to the windmill. Its general condition should be inspected, along 
with checking if it rotates freely and that its vanes are undamaged and correct. When 
inspecting the windmill it is important not to push or pull on it, in order to avoid unnecessary 
damage. The oil in the V503 should be changed every 200 hours.  
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7 CONTROLLABLE PITCH PROPELLERS 
A controllable-pitch propeller is designed to allow the pilot to select any blade angle 
within the propeller's operating capabilities, regardless of the aircraft operational conditions. 
This type of propeller is occasionally found on aircraft built after World War II era, but found 
more frequently on small single engine and ultra-light aircrafts today. This is because the 
design allowed light aircraft with as little as 65 horsepower to have the advantages 
of a variable pitch propeller without the expense and complexity of a constant speed system. 
One of the more popular and classic controllable pitch propeller designs is known as a Beech-
Roby propeller [17]. 
7.1 Construction  
The propeller blades can be wood, aluminum, or composite, with the shank machined 
to fit the receiving portion of the hub. The hub may be a one-piece shell construction 
or composed of two halves which are aligned by pins and secured together with bolts. The 
internal components of the hub consist of a ball bearing system to carry the operational loads 
between the hub and shank of the blades and the pitch-changing mechanism as discussed 
in System Operation. The cockpit control consists of a crank handle which directly drives the 
pinion gear through a flexible cable. The cable housing is supported at several points in order 
to prevent excessive cable flex. An alternative form of cockpit control consists of a toggle 
switch in the cockpit, which operates an electric motor to drive the pinion gear. In this design, 
the mechanical stops that limit the blade angle ranges are fitted with micro switches that 
automatically shut off the electric motor at the maximum and minimum blade angles 
to prevent damage to the system. 
 
Figure 7.1: Beech-Roby electric controllable pitch propeller. 
7.2 Theory of Operation 
The Beech-Roby propeller is operated from the cockpit by either a crank handle 
or toggle switch mounted on the instrument panel. When the crank is turned, a flexible cable 
similar to that of a tachometer drive cable turns a pinion gear mounted in a bracket directly 
behind the propeller. The pinion gear meshes with and rotates a drive gear, which fits around 
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the crankshaft and is mounted to the engine crankcase. The rotation of the drive gear on its 
mount is limited. The drive gear is grooved internally with spiral slots that mate with the outer 
race of the actuator. The outer and inner races of the actuator are connected through a ball 
bearing system, which enables the inner race to rotate with the propeller. As the pinion gear 
rotates the drive gear, the actuator moves forward or rearward as the lugs move in the 
internally grooved spiral slots. The inner raceway of the actuator rotates with the propeller 
and includes two arms which extend forward into the hub. These arms are connected 
to an actuating pin in the shank of each blade. As the outer raceway of the actuator moves 
forward or rearward, the inner race moves with it, causing the blade angle to change 
respectively. 
7.3 Maintenance 
The hub should be inspected for cracks and general condition. There should 
be a minimum of play between the blades and the hub. If movement is excessive, the 
propeller should be overhauled. The cockpit control should operate freely through the full 
range of travel. The cable should be lubricated as specified by the manufacturer and should 
be replaced if any binding or catching is noticed. The cable mounts and support brackets 
should be inspected for wear, abrasion, and cracks. The play between the pinion gear and the 
drive gear should be minimal and the gears should be free of dirt and corrosion. The gears 
should not be lubricated since they are exposed, and lubricants will attract dirt and abrasives 
and cause wear. If an electric mechanism is used to control the blade angle, the electrical 
components should be inspected and repaired in accordance with acceptable maintenance 
practices.  
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8 TWO POSITION PROPELLERS 
A two-position propeller system enables the pilot to select one of two blade angles 
in flight. This capability permits the pilot to place the propeller in a high blade angle for 
cruise in or a low blade angle for takeoff and climb, similar to having a two-speed 
transmission in a car. This system was very popular with high performance aircraft 
manufactured in the 1930s. An example of the two position propeller is the Hamilton-
Standard counterweight propeller [18]. 
8.1 System components 
The fundamental component of the Hamilton-Standard counterweight propeller is the 
spider. The spider incorporates multiple arms onto which the blades are mounted. The spider 
itself mounts to the crankshaft. Aluminum blades were commonly used by Hamilton-
Standard, although some early models used wood blades. A counterweight bracket, which 
is part of the pitch-changing mechanism is mounted on the shank of each blade. The blade-
bracket assemblies are mounted on each arm of the spider. The propeller hub, in this case also 
referred to as a barrel assembly, is made of two steel halves machined as a set. These halves 
are individually finished and cannot be interchanged between sets. After the blades have been 
mounted, the halves, including their required bearings and spacers are placed around the 
spider and are bolted together. The cylinder is then fitted between the counterweight brackets. 
The counterweight assemblies are mounted on the counterweight brackets. The blade angle 
setting mechanism of the propeller is contained within these assemblies. The piston is then 
fitted through the cylinder. The front cone, the snap ring, and a safety ring are attached to the 
piston. Finally the cylinder head is mounted on the forward end of the cylinder and safetied. 
 
Figure 8.1: Cutaway view of a Hamilton-Standard counterweight propeller [18].  
A selector valve directs engine oil to the propeller, or drains the oil from the propeller, 
returning it to the oil sump. The valve is controlled by a propeller control lever from the 
cockpit. When the propeller control lever is moved forward, the selector valve directs 
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pressurized oil to the propeller, resulting in a decrease of blade angle. By moving the control 
back, oil drains from the propeller into the sump resulting in an increase of blade angle. The 
selector valve is typically located on the rear accessory case of the engine. 
8.2 System Operation 
Changes in blade angle are caused by engine oil pressure in the propeller cylinder 
and the centrifugal force acting on the counterweights. The other operational forces acting on 
the propeller have a minimal effect on the system operation. When the propeller control lever 
is moved forward to decrease the blade angle, the selector valve directs pressurized oil to the 
propeller cylinder. As the oil pressure moves the cylinder forward, it overcomes the 
centrifugal force exerted on the counterweights and pulls them in toward the axis of rotation. 
The propeller movement continues until the follower pins come in contact with the stops 
inside the counterweights. To increase blade angle the cockpit control is moved back and the 
selector valve releases the oil pressure from the propeller back into the engine sump. The 
centrifugal force exerted on the counterweights is now greater than the force of the oil in the 
propeller cylinder, and rotates the blades back to a higher blade angle. Again, the propeller 
movement continues until the follower pins contact the stops. The propeller is now 
maintained at a high blade angle by the centrifugal force exerted on the counterweights. 
8.3 Maintenance 
The inspection and repair of the blades and hub are the same as for other propeller 
designs. The counterweights should be checked for general correctness and the pitch changing 
mechanism should be checked for excessive play. Excessive play between the blades usually 
indicates wear in the blade receiving area of the hub. The seals between the piston 
and cylinder should be inspected if leaks are present, and may be replaced in the field 
if necessary. However, other defects should be corrected by a repair facility.  
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9 CONSTANT SPEED PROPELLERS 
Constant speed propeller systems are used on most propeller driven aircrafts 
manufactured today. A constant speed propeller system is designed to automatically maintain 
a propeller and engine speed, selected by the pilot under varying conditions of aircraft attitude 
and engine power. This ensures that the propeller and engine are operating at the most 
efficient speed and power. The speed of the propeller and engine is controlled by varying the 
blade angle of the propeller. This can be done either hydraulically with the aid of a cylinder 
and piston controlled by a governor, or electronically with the aid of a servo drive controlled 
by an electronic propeller control system [19].  
Most constant speed propeller systems also incorporate additional features such 
as propeller feathering. A full-feathering propeller system is used on most multi-engine 
aircrafts, and occasionally on single engine aircrafts, although it is uncommon. On a multi-
engine aircraft, if one of the engines fails in flight, the propeller of the engine that failed 
usually rotates or windmills, increasing the drag of the aircraft. In order to prevent this 
additional drag, the propeller on the engine that failed can be feathered. A feathered propeller 
has its blades turned to an extreme blade angle theoretically parallel to the airstream. This 
eliminates the additional drag caused by wind milling when an engine is shut down, 
and prevent asymmetric drag forces from acting on the aircraft.  
Another feature sometimes incorporated into a constant speed propeller system 
is propeller reversing, sometimes referred to as beta control. A reversing propeller system 
is designed to allow the propeller blades to be turned to negative blade angles, to aid 
in breaking or stopping. A propeller system with beta control allows the manual repositioning 
of blade angles beyond the normal low blade angle stop. This feature is most commonly used 
during taxiing, where the thrust is manually controlled by adjusting the blade angle with the 
power lever. Both of these features a usually only found on turboprop aircrafts. 
9.1 System Operation 
With many constant speed propellers, the blade angle is changed hydraulically 
in a single-acting system, using engine oil controlled by the propeller governor. In constant-
speed systems, an increase in oil pressure will increase blade angle. In full-feathering systems, 
an increase in oil pressure will decrease blade angle. In a single-acting propeller system, the 
force exerted on the piston by the oil pressure supplied from the governor, is opposed by the 
natural centrifugal twisting moment of the blades in constant speed models, or counterweights 
and large springs in full-feathering systems. Similarly to the two position propeller, blade 
angle is increased by directing oil pressure in front of a piston that is attached to a pitch 
change rod. The piston is connected to the actuating pins on the bottom of the shank of each 
propeller blade by a series of actuating arms. The oil pressure is regulated by a governor.  
When the selected speed is reached and opposing forces are equal, oil flow to the 
propeller is reduced and the piston also stops. The piston will remain in this position, 
maintaining the pitch of the blades until oil flow to or from the propeller is again established 
by the governor. 
From this position, pitch is decreased for constant-speed systems or increased for full-
feathering systems by allowing oil to flow out of the propeller and return to the engine sump. 
When the governor initiates this procedure, hydraulic pressure is decreased and the piston 
moves forward, changing the pitch of the blades. The piston will continue to move forward 
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until the selected RPM is reached and opposing forces are once again equal. Mechanical stops 
are installed in the propeller to limit travel in both the high and low pitch directions. 
The governor consists of a gear pump and flyweight regulator assembly and is directly 
geared to the engine crankshaft or the output shaft of a reduction gearbox. The gear pump 
serves to boost or additionally pressurize engine oil to provide quick and positive response 
of the propeller. The rotational speed of the flyweight assembly varies directly with engine 
speed and controls the position of the pilot valve. Depending on its position, the pilot valve 
will direct oil flow to the propeller, allow oil flow back from the propeller, or assume 
a neutral position with minimal oil flow. These oil flow conditions correspond to increasing 
pitch, decreasing pitch or constant pitch of the propeller blades.  
The flyweight regulator consists of a pair of L-shaped flyweights, a speeder spring, 
a pilot valve, and in the case of a full feathering system, a lift rod. The pilot valve 
is connected with the lower legs of the flyweights, changing position respectively. As the 
flyweights rotate proportionally to the engine speed, a centrifugal load is exerted on them. 
This centrifugal load is opposed by the speeder spring, which presses against the lower legs 
of the flyweights. The speeder spring is compressed or depressed by the governor control 
lever, to control engine and propeller speed. When engine speed is slower than that set by the 
propeller control, the speeder spring load exceeds the centrifugal load exerted onto the 
flyweights, moving the pilot valve down and directing oil pressure into the propeller in a full-
feathering system, and from the propeller in a constant-speed system. This action decreases 
the blade angle consequently increasing the engine speed. As engine speed increases, the 
centrifugal load exerted onto the flyweights increases restoring balance to the system. The 
opposite process occurs when the engine speed is faster than that set by the propeller control. 
Feathering the propeller is achieved through a mechanical linkage, referred to as a lift rod, 
that overrides the flyweights and speeder spring. When the cockpit control is moved to feather 
position, the lift rod lifts the pilot valve, allowing the oil to flow out of the propeller back into 
the engine sump, increasing the blade angle to a feathered position. 
Unfeathering the propeller can be accomplished in a number of ways. Unless the 
system is equipped with an unfeathering accumulator option, the pilot can only unfeather the 
propeller by moving the propeller control to a high speed seating and engaging the engine 
starter. Once the engine is turning over fast enough to develop sufficient oil pressure, the 
propeller blades will be unfeathered. 
The unfeathering accumulator option permits a feathered propeller to be unfeathered 
without having to rotate the engine, enabling air-starting of the engine. With this option, the 
governor is fitted with an external high-pressure oil outlet through a check valve. The external 
outlet is connected to a hydraulic accumulator. The check valve maintains oil pressure in the 
accumulator, when the propeller is feathered. When the propeller control is moved from 
feather to low pitch, the check valve is overridden, directing the high pressure oil in the 
accumulator to the governor pilot valve. The pilot valve then directs the oil pressure in front 
of the piston unfeathering the propeller. 
9.2 Maintenance 
The inspection and repair of the blades and hub are the same as for other propeller 
designs. The propeller should be checked for general correctness and the pitch changing 
mechanism should be checked for excessive play. Excessive play between the blades, usually 
indicate wear in the blade receiving area of the hub. The seals between the piston and cylinder 
should be inspected if leaks are present. Defects should be corrected by a repair facility. 
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Figure 9.1: Full feathering propeller system [19]. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.2: Constant speed  propeller system [19]. 
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Figure 9.3: Maintaining bade angle, full feathering (blue), constant speed (red) [19]. 
 
Figure 9.4: Increasing bade angle, full feathering (blue), constant speed (red) [19]. 
 
 
Figure 9.5: Decreasing bade angle, full feathering (blue), constant speed (red) [19].  
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10 PROPELLER AUXILIARY SYSTEMS  
Propeller auxiliary systems are systems which increase the efficiency of the 
propeller’s operation and automate operational tasks, and reduce the fatigue and workload 
of the flight crew. These systems may be found on almost any aircraft from light, single 
engine aircrafts to large transport aircrafts [20].  
10.1 Ice Elimination Systems  
Propeller ice elimination systems serve to prevent or remove ice formation 
on propeller blades during flight through icing conditions. Ice formation on propeller blades 
dramatically decreases the efficiency of the airfoil, increases the propeller’s weight, 
and disturbs its balance. Depending on the severity, these conditions may generate vibrations 
and cause damage to the engine and the airframe. There are two main types of ice elimination 
systems, which are referred to as anti-icing and de-icing systems.  
Anti-icing systems prevent the formation of ice on the propeller. The most common 
type of anti-icing uses a fluid that mixes with the moisture on the propeller blades and then 
runs off, aided by the centrifugal load exerted onto it. However, this type of system is usually 
ineffective once the ice has formed on the propeller blades. Therefore, the system must 
be in operation whenever the aircraft is operating in suspected icing conditions.  
De-icing systems allow ice to form on the propeller blades, and then remove it. They 
typically use flexible electrical heating elements, which are molded onto the propeller blades 
near the hub, to melt the layer of ice. The heating elements rarely extend beyond half of the 
radius, because the centrifugal force acting on that area prevents ice formation. Instead, the 
heating elements melt the ice formed by the hub of the propeller, and the centrifugal force 
throws that and the remaining ice off of the blades. This type of system functions in cycles, 
periodically letting the ice form on the propeller blades and then removing it. Electrical de-
icing systems are preferred over anti-icing systems because of the continuous supply 
of electrical power during a flight.  
10.2 Simultaneous Propeller Control Systems  
Simultaneous propeller control systems can be divided into two main different types, 
the first being the synchronization system. The propeller synchronization system is used 
on multi-engine aircrafts to set all governors to exactly the same engine speed setting, in order 
to eliminate excess noise and vibration. A synchronization system may be used with hydraulic 
governors or electronic propeller control systems. A traditional synchronization system uses 
a master engine to establish the engine speed to which all other engines, referred to as slave 
engines, will adjust. A tachometer or a frequency generator mounted on each engine operating 
under the synchronization system generates a signal proportional to engine speed. The 
tachometer or a frequency generator is mounted on the rear accessory case of an engine. 
A comparison unit is used to compare the speed signal of the slave engines to the speed signal 
of the master engine. The comparison unit controls differential drive motors, which adjust the 
governors of the slave engines to maintain synchronized engine speeds. This type 
of synchronization system is normally used for all phases of flight, except for takeoff and 
landing. 
The second and more advanced type of simultaneous propeller control system is the 
synchrophasing system. The synchrophasing system is a refinement of synchronization 
system which sets all governors to exactly the same engine speed setting, and phases the 
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propellers to form destructive interference in order to eliminate excess noise and vibration. 
A pulse generator is used to measure engine speed and propeller position. The comparison 
unit receives the signals from the pulse generators, compares them to the master engine 
signal, and sends a correcting signal to the differential drive motors, which adjust the 
governors of the slave engines to maintain synchronized engine speeds, and destructive 
phasing.  
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CONCLUSION  
After investigating the more common propeller designs that have and are being used 
in aviation such as the fixed pitch, ground adjustable, two position, controllable pitch, 
automatic pitch changing, and constant speed propellers, it is possible to analyze their 
strengths and weaknesses with respect to performance and economy. Fixed pitch propellers 
are the simplest form of propellers, and are readily available due to their simplicity and cost. 
They can be manufactured of any of the more common materials used in propeller 
construction, such as wool, aluminum, or composites. They require minimal maintenance, 
as a result of their single piece construction. However, this single piece construction restricts 
the performance of the propeller. Almost identical to the fixed pitch propeller is the ground 
adjustable propeller. Although it is constructed of multiple components, it still retains 
minimal maintenance, while being able to adapt to different operational requirements. 
Performance wise, the two position propeller is better than the fixed pitch or ground 
adjustable propellers, enabling the pilot to choose from two blade angle settings. However, 
this performance comes at the expense of additional maintenance. This additional 
maintenance is a result of the many different components within the two position propeller. 
This type of propeller also relies on oil pressure to change blade angle, making it susceptible 
to leaks. The controllable pitch propeller is sampler in design and does not rely on oil pressure 
to change blade angle, reducing the maintenance of the propeller. It also improves 
performance by enabling the pilot to select any blade angle within the propeller’s operational 
range. The automatic pitch changing propeller has similar performance but is much more 
complex, requiring additional maintenance. A strength, unique to the automatic pitch 
changing propeller, is that it does not require any pilot input. The constant speed propeller has 
performance similar to the controllable pitch or automatic pitch changing propellers. 
It is simpler to operate than the controllable pitch propeller, and offers greater controllability 
than the automatic pitch changing propeller. It may also incorporate additional features such 
as ice elimination systems, and simultaneous control systems, making it popular in multi-
engine applications. The constant speed propeller is a relatively complex system, requiring 
extensive maintenance. However, its performance and additional capabilities far outweigh its 
high maintenance requirements, making it the most popular propeller system used on aircrafts 
today.  
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
  Propeller disc area 
  Inflow velocity factor 
   Rotational interference factor 
  Number of blades 
  Blade width 
  Wake velocity factor 
   Lift coefficient 
   Drag coefficient 
   Thrust coefficient 
  Drag 
   Kinetic energy 
  Lift 
  Revolutions per unit of time 
  Power 
  Pressure 
  Torque 
   Torque coefficient 
  Radius 
  Surface area 
  Thrust 
  Velocity 
 
  Angle of attack 
  Blade angle 
  Angle between the lift and resultant force 
  Efficiency 
  Angle between the direction of motion and the plane of rotation 
  Angular velocity 
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GLOSSARY  
Accumulator - A device to aid in unfeathering a propeller.  
Aerodynamic twisting moment - An operational force on a propeller which tends to increase 
the propeller blade angle.  
Angle of attack - The angle between the chord line of a propeller blade section and the 
relative wind.  
Anti-icing system - A system which prevents the formation of ice on propeller blades.  
Automatic propeller - A propeller which changes blade angles in response to operational 
forces and is not controlled from the cockpit. 
Back - The curved side of a propeller airfoil section that can be seen while standing in front 
of the airplane.  
Blade - One arm of a propeller from the hub to the tip.  
Blade angle - The angle between the blade section chord line and the plane of rotation of the 
propeller.  
Blade station - A distance from the center of the propeller hub.  
Boots - Ice elimination components which are attached to the leading edge of propeller 
blades.  
Boss - The center portion of a fixed-pitch propeller.  
Centrifugal force - The force on a propeller which tends to throw the blades out from the 
propeller center.  
Centrifugal twisting moment - The force on a propeller which tends to decrease the 
propeller blade angle.  
Chord line - The imaginary line which extends from the leading edge to the trailing edge 
of a blade airfoil section.  
Comparison unit - The unit in a synchronization or synchrophasing system which compares 
the signals of the master engine and the slave engine and sends a signal to correct the slave 
engine speed or blade phase angle.  
Constant-speed system - A system which uses a governor to adjust the propeller blade angle 
to maintain a selected RPM.  
Controllable-pitch propeller - A propeller whose pitch can be changed in flight by the pilot's 
control lever or switch.  
De-icing system - An ice elimination system which allows ice to form and then breaks 
it loose in cycles.  
Effective pitch - The distance forward that an aircraft actually moves in one revolution of the 
propeller.  
Face - The flat or thrust side of a propeller blade.  
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Feather - The rotation of the propeller blades to an angle of about 90 degrees which will 
eliminate the drag of a wind milling propeller.  
Fixed pitch propeller - A propeller, used on light aircraft, whose blade angles cannot 
be changed.  
Frequency generator - The engine speed signal generator for some synchronization systems.  
Geometric pitch - The theoretical distance that an aircraft will move forward in one 
revolution of the propeller.  
Governor - The propeller control device in a constant-speed system. 
Ground adjustable propeller - A propeller which can be adjusted on the ground to change 
the blade angles.  
Hub - The central portion of a propeller which is fitted to the engine crankshaft and carries 
the blades.  
Leading edge - The forward edge of a propeller blade.  
Pitch - The same as geometric pitch. Often used interchangeably with blade angle.  
Pitch distribution - The twist in a propeller blade along its length.  
Plane of rotation - The plane in which the propeller rotates, 90 degrees to the crankshaft 
centerline.  
Propeller - A device for converting engine horsepower into usable thrust.  
Propeller disc - The disc-shaped area in which the propeller rotates.  
Pulse generator - The unit which generates a speed and blade position signal 
in a synchrophasing system.  
Reversing - Rotation of the propeller blades to a negative angle to produce a braking 
or reversing thrust.  
Safetying - The installation of a safety device such as safety wire or a cotter pin.  
Selector valve - Propeller control unit in a two position propeller system.  
Shank - The thickened portion of the blade near the center of the propeller.  
Slip - The difference between geometric pitch and effective pitch.  
Snap ring - A component of a splined or tapered shaft installation which is used to aid 
in removal of the propeller.  
Spider - The central component on many controllable-pitch propellers which mounts on the 
crankshaft and has arms on which the blades are installed.  
Synchronization system - A system which keeps all engines at the same speed.  
Synchrophasing system - A refined synchronization system which allows the pilot to adjust 
the blade relative position as they rotate.  
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Tachometer - The speed sensing unit of some synchronization systems.  
Thrust bending force - An operational force which tends to bend the propeller blades 
forward.  
Tip - The portion of the blade farthest from the hub.  
Torque bending force - An operational force which tends to bend the propeller blades in the 
direction opposite to the direction of rotation.  
Two position propeller - A propeller which can be changed between two blade angles 
in flight. 
 
